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No-Wake Buoy Specifications

1. Buoy Specification

Rolyan Buoy Model B5CPRSW White Can Buoy or equivalent with Float Collar marked with “SLOW NO WAKE”

   a. Flat Top with Galvanized Steel
   b. 19 inch Buoy Diameter (minimum)
   c. 38 inch Base Diameter
   d. “Slow/No-Wake” clearly indicated on Both Sides of Buoy with Coast Guard approved orange markings
   e. Rolyan Solar Powered White Flashing Light T81
   f. Adaptor T81 Solar light (Mount on Buoy)

2. Anchors and Ground Tackle

   One (1) 400# anchor

3. Mooring Requirements

   a. 5/16 inch Galvanized steel cable

   Note: Scope of Anchor Chain to be sufficient to accommodate 760’ MSL elevation.

   Example: If buoy is put in water when the lake is at 753 feet (7 feet below 760 MSL) then the chain length should be 7 feet longer than the depth of the water at the install point.

ATTACHMENT A